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TO
TAME YOUR BID

Your five-step guide to ensure bid success.
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Bids can be a nightmare to get right. A storm of questions 
to answer, hordes of stakeholders to manage and 

countless competitors to contend with; it’s not surprising.

BRING YOUR BID TO H�L
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Despite this, Purple have put in some monstrous effort over the last decade 
or so to turn some of the toughest tenders into the biggest business wins.

To help take some of the terror out of your next bid process, we’ve put 
together a simple five-step guide. We hope you find it useful.
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#1

Without an identity, your bid is arguably just a 
list of responses. By introducing a bid theme 
or wrapper, you can give your audience 
something to get their teeth into.

For example, if a key part of your submission 
is your company’s ability to respond rapidly 
to client needs, theme your bid around speed 
and efficiency, using headlines and visuals 
to represent these elements. By maintaining 
these same cues throughout, you’ll help 
to harmonise your bid responses and keep 
your reader hooked.

Sometimes an arresting, single-minded 
theme or identity can be all it takes to make 
you stand out from the competition.

STAMP YOUR IDENTITY
Is your bid running riot, lost without a core message or identity? 
Introducing a cohesive, single-minded theme can ground your 

proposition and make it stand out from the crowd.
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Keep your bid in check
Explore prospect drivers and issues

Assess competition and set your USP

Devise a visual and/or content theme

Add personalised team biographies

Package your bid creatively

Consider introducing a ‘digital experience’

Include case studies and scenarios

Theme the presentation environment 
where possible
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Establish a core narrative or ‘story’

Develop a presentation script

Set a tone of voice and stick to it

Set a design style for visual elements 

Choose the right imagery and graphics

Consider replacing text with infographics

Add customer journeys or scenarios

Keep your bid in check

Often, it’s not what 
you say, it’s the way you 
say it. However, with such 
high stakes involved, it’s 
tempting to throw everything 
at each response. 

Is there a more effective way to tell 
your bid story? For example, a diagram 
may convey the details more succinctly 
than copy, saving your reader time and 
keeping them interested. And just because 
you’re talking to business people, it doesn’t 
mean the language has to be complex. Use 
simple, human language to improve 
understanding.

It’s inevitable there’ll be multiple authors involved 
in the processes. However, multiple voices can 
confuse or weaken your message. Channelling all 
the responses through one individual, responsible 
for editing the final output, can transform your bid 
into a cohesive piece of content.

#2 CREATE A CLEAR NA�ATIVE
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By trying to say too much, is your bid collapsing under its own weight? 
New diagrams, visuals or copy can often make a difference between 

mere comprehension and complete understanding.

[Strategic Proposals. Bidders’ view of buyers survey results. 2018]

69% of bids fail to show a clear 
understanding of the objectives.
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>50% 
of buyers know which bidder they’ll

select before issuing their RFP.

#3 THINK BEYOND THE RFP

With so much effort going 
into the RFP responses, are 
you missing the big picture? 
Sending engaging, personalised 
communications to key contacts, 
both pre- and post-bid, can be 
all it takes to make a lasting 
emotional connection.

Warming up key client contacts pre-bid, using
an intriguing mailer or other personalised assets, 
can significantly improve the likelihood of your bid’s 
success. Equally, making the effort to follow up a 
key contact after submitting your tender can pay 
huge dividends too.

First, find out who are the key stakeholders or 
gatekeepers involved in the bid. What are their 
interests, goals and work-day pain points? Armed 
with a few insights you can create materials to 
wow and delight your recipient pre- or post-bid. 

It’s all too easy to bury yourself in the RFP 
questions and neglect the big picture. However, it’s 
the extra, highly personalised communications 
that create a more emotional, and ultimately, a 
more successful connection with your audience. 

Keep your bid in check
Analyse your competitors’ offerings

Gather insights and set strategic focus

Profile key stakeholders

Identify strategic drivers

Identify and resolve pain points

Create a personalised leave behind

Create a follow-up plan and assets

[Strategic Proposals. Buyers’ views of bidders survey results. 2017]
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With your whole team wrestling with the bid requests, who’s got 
time to make it look perfect? Leaving the communication element to a 

trusted agency partner can free you up to focus on the solution.

#4 FIND A PERFECT PARTNERSHIP

Leaving the communications aspect to a
trusted agency partner can free you up to 
focus on perfecting the bid responses.

While an agency partner can never know 
your business the way you do, they know 
communication delivery inside out, and have 
the means to build the right team – be it onsite 
with your team or remotely – to transform your 
bid submission.

From formatting and diagram development to 
the more complex, creative solutions, an agency 
partner brings expert insight to refine or 
re-imagine your bid. 

Keep your bid in check
Establish your business and bid objectives

Decide what you want from your
agency partner

Assess the agency’s bid support
and industry credentials

Look for an agency whose culture 
matches yours 

Ensure the agency has the right skills
and resources

70%
of buyers say quality 

is more important
than price 

[Strategic Proposals. Bidders’ view of buyers survey results.] 

2018]
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STAY ONE STEP AHEAD

By keeping an eye out for new 
opportunities, either with an 

incumbent or a prospective client, 
you can forestall a project going

out to tender in the first place.

Is a client moving into a new area 
of business? Is there a new manager 
on board? Is a contract coming up 
for renewal?

A thoughtfully produced, speculative 
piece of content can be enough to 
prove your worth and, thereby, 
avert the bid process altogether.

Missed an opportunity to head 
off going to tender? A little 

speculative work to prove your 
worth could prevent the whole bid 

processes from rearing its ugly 
head in the first place.
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-  B I D  D I R E C T O R ,  I B M

WHAT PARTNERING WITH PURPLE MEANS
With more than 20 years of bid tender experience 

under our belts  – we’ve a proven record in bid support. 
From the simple to the more technical, from the functional 

to the more creative, Purple has helped various teams, 
across multiple industries, to bid success.

Best Content Strategy
and Creation

2019, 2020 & 2021

#15 Top
International 

B2BMarcomms Agencies 
& Network 2021

Best Use of Martech for 
Live Events' award
Winner 2020

Thank you so much for everything you have done.  
With you we have achieved one of our core aims, 

but you have done so much more – fundamentally 
defining our win messages from our overall themes and 

shaping the way our approach comes across.
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Often, it’s not what 
you say, it’s the way you 
say it. However, with such 
high stakes involved, it’s 
tempting to throw everything 
at each response. 

Is there a more effective way to tell 
your bid story? For example, a diagram 
may convey the details more succinctly 
than copy, saving your reader time and 
keeping them interested. And just because 
you’re talking to business people, it doesn’t 
mean the language has to be complex. Use 
simple, human language to improve 
understanding.

It’s inevitable there’ll be multiple authors involved 
in the processes. However, multiple voices can 
confuse or weaken your message. Channelling all 
the responses through one individual, responsible 
for editing the final output, can transform your bid 
into a cohesive piece of content.

TOGETHER WE’� K�P YOUR BIDS IN CHECK

From mandatory, regulatory items like RFP documentation, 
formatting and diagram development to the more complex or 

conceptual solutions, we can add value.

Drawing on our team of expert strategists, writers and 
designers, we’ll find the best way to tell your story with the 

single-minded identity it needs to stand out.

E X P E R I E N C E
Turning clients’ 

prospects into sales 
for over 20 years

T R U S T
Prioritising 

confidentiality and 
meeting hard deadlines

S U P P O R T
Working flexibly as an 

extension of your team 
to deliver bid solutions
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S K I L L S
In-house expertise, 
producing standout 

bids every time
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It’s with a bird’s-eye view and an expert insight into the nature of the beast that we can 
refine or reimagine your content. Here, we can temper even the wildest of bids into 

something more engaging, more human and, ultimately, more successful.

Learn more
Contact us to find out how we can 

support your next bid

EMMA LOWMAN

Account Director

M +44 (0)7436 814 709

E emma.lowman@purple.agency

purple.agency/B2B

1 0

EMMA WOODFORD

Client Services Director

M +44 (0)7970 579 648

E emma.woodford@purple.agency
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https://purple.agency/purple-b2b

